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THE PEBIOD UP TO 1929
The d i.scovery of 也heelec也ron by J. J. Thomson in 1897 enabled P. Drude to produce
m 呵。o what seemed at first 阳 be a very satisfac阳'y恤回 ry of the electrical and
也 hermal conductivities of me也als. In 11)04-5 , H. A. Lo rentz gave an improved mathematical formulation of Drude's 由四ry but wi也 hou也 e回entially adding anything to
its physical co的ent. However, as endeavours were made to embrace mo陀 and more
of the properties of metals within 也 he 也heory ，他 became clear during the next decade
or 80 that it was impo幽ibletoen∞ mp盹s all ofthem without introducing a number
of ad hoc and confiicting 嗣.s ump也ions. The theory therefore fell into a state of dis
陀pute and 面'0时er which is well portrayed in the Report of 也 he Solv町Conference
of 1924
It w嗣 not untill92S that a th田 ry could have emerged which would have been
an advance on th的 of Drude and Lo rent毡， the occasion being the publication by
W. Pauli of his p叩e，‘ Über den Zusammenhang d闺 Abschlus屑s der E lektronengruppen im Atom mit der Komplexstruktur der Spektren.' This formul a. ted the
Exclusion Prìnciple in 也he following words (sligh创y sìmplified)
Es kann niemals zwei oder mehrere äquivalente Elektronen im Atom geben ,
für welche die 、Nerte a l1er Quantenzahlen... übereìnstimmen. 1的 ein Elektron
im Atom vorhanden , für d崎 diese Quan恒 n，由 len... bestimmte 飞Nerte haben ，回
ist die明r zustand 'bese胆t'
Eine nähere Begtündung für diese R.e gel können wir nicht geben , sie sche皿也
sich jedoch von selbst als sehr natu咱em国 z darzubieten
Pauli did no也 go on to extend his Exclusion Principle to the conduction electrons
in a metal. Neither did E. Fermi ，也hough he is of恤n credited with having done so
Thep 叩er published in 1926 皿 which the Fermi distribution function is introdu时d
is enti创d ‘ Zur Quantelung des idealen einatomigen Gases' , and its abstract ìs 嗣
follows
Wenn der Nemstsche Wärmesatz auch für das ideale G跑回ine Gul tigkei也
behalten soll , mu田 man annehmen , da国 die Gesetze idealer Ga屈 bei niedrigen
[ 39 ]
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Temperaturen VQn den klaasischen abweichen. Die Ursache
in einer Quantelung der M:olekülarbewegungen zu suchen

die回r

Entartung is

Heg曲80n to 盹y

Bei allen Theorien der Entartung werden immer mehr oder weniger willkürliche
An nahmen über das statistische Verhalten der Moleküle , oder über ihre Quan协
lung gemach也 ln der vorJi唔enden Ar beìt wird nur die von Pauli zuers也 .u唔:es
prochene ... An nahme benuz 飞 da.ss in einem System nie zwei gleichwertige
Elemer血 vorkommen können , deren Quantenzahlen voIl s回 ndig übereinstim
men. Mi也 di四erHypo价lese werden die Zustandsgleichung und die innere Energie
des idealen Gases abgelei也剖; der Entropiewert für gro国 e Temperaturen stimmt
m . 也 der Stern-Tetrodeschen überein
ln addition to assuming 也he Pauli principle , Fermi u目 d the old quantum 也heory
to de阳rmine the a.llowed energy levels of the ìndivìdual atoms by supposing 也 h.t
t.hey behaved like harmonìc oscillators with quantum numbers 81 , 82, 83 (8‘= 0 , 1, 2,
) and energies hV8 , with 8 = 81 +8 2 +8 3 Then , if 也he total number of atoms is N
and the total energy is Ehv , :E 1飞 = N , :E 8N~ = E ,
(1)
,

where N, ìs the number of
plexiona for given 8 is

a阳 ms

Q.

with quantum numbers 8. The number

~

(2)

,(8+ 1)(8+ 2)N ,

and the num ber of 町ra.ngements of the 几 atoms over the
the Pauli principle is

Q~
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(川， we
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of ∞m

levels complying with
(3)

have
(4)

This is the fi且也 appearance of 也 he Fermi function , but , though the derivation is
correct according to the a田ump创 ons made , Fermi (or Pauli) 吼叫自tics is inapplic
a. ble to 8tructureleωmona'阳皿cgaa四 (i.e ， ga由s whose a. tomsh a. ve noun∞ mpensa民d
electronic or nuclear spin). The same error w嗣 made by P. A. M. Dirac la也erin 1926
in hia paper 'On the 乞heory of quantum mechanics ' , and perhapa wi由 less justific.创on. Fermi based his arguments on the old quantum 乞heo 巾， where嗣 Dirac
wrote in 也he ∞ntext of the new quantum 也 heory. Starting from the conaideration
that the Hamiltonian of a. system of indistinguishable pa比 icles is a. symmetrica.1
function of 也he ∞。 rdinates ofthe individual particles , Dirac correctly deduced 也 h.t
the wa. vefunction must be either a symmetrical or an an创 symmetrica.1 func创。n of
血。因∞{)rdin也恤s. To comply with 也he P a. uli princìple , symmetrical wavefunctions
must beex cJ uded. Dira.cwrote , 'Thesolution with symmetrical eigenfunctiona must
be 也he oorrect one when a. pplied to light qua.n恤， sln曲比 is known 也h.t 也he EinsteinBose statistical mechanÎcs leads to Planck'自 la.w of bl a.ck-body r a.diation. The
回 lution wi也h antiaymmetrical eigenfunctions ，也hough ， Îs probably 乞he ∞rrec也 one
for g嗣 molecules ， since i也 is known to be the correct one for electrons in a. n atom ,
and one would expect molecules 阳回回 mble electrons more closely than light
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quanta.' Dirac's mistake , like Fermi's, is , of ∞"""' ， 也he omi凶 ion of 也he spin of the
electron. But whereas the electron was considered to be a structureless mass point
in 1925 , ìn 1926 也 he hypothesis ofG. E. Uhlenbeck & S. Goudsmi也， 也 hat the electron
posse鸣幽 d an intrinsic spin, was generally accep阳d ， and it 也 herefore followed that
乞he eigenfunctions of an ideal spi nI ess g阻 should be symmetrical functions of 也he
space coordinates, and 由 at Fermi-Dirac 的atistic8 is not applicable to such a g a.s
The firs也 practical as distinct from 也heoreticaI problem to wruch 出e FcrmiDirac statistics was ∞ rrectly applied was 也hat of the behaviour of White Dwarf
stars. In what is probab!y his mos也 importan也 paper ， published late in 1926 and
enti也led ' On dense matter' , R. H. Fowler put forwaro 也he hypo出 eSls 也hat mat胆r
in a Whi抽 Dwarf consÎsts of bare nuclei and free electrons, and 也hat 也he ultimate
fate of a. White Dwarf is to become a Black Dwa. rf similar to a single gigantic
molecule in its lowes也 qu a.ntum state, the specific heat of the condensed electron
(a. nd nuclear) gas being effectively zero
This m坷。 r step forwaI址， though acclaimed by 剧也，rophysicists ，目。eived sca. nt
attention by physicis恤， and a p叩er by Pauli , published early in 1927 a.nd entitled
'über Ga8entartung und Paramagnetismus', received little more. Pauli wro 阻
Die ... von Fermi herrührende Quan阳nsta.tistik des eina. tomigen idcalen Ga嗣S
wird auf den F a.ll von G嗣atomen mi也 Drehimpuls erwe比crt ... Betrach阳也 man
die Leitungselektronen im Metall als en阳，rtetes idealen Ga8 - was gewi回 nm 时8
ganz provisioncl anzusehen ist - 80 gelangt man a. uf Grund der entwickelten
8阳岛istik zu cincn wenigstens qua.litativen 也heoretischen Ve同tändnis der Tat.
sache , d as.s trotz d四 Vorhanden回ins des Eigenmomen阳s des Elektron8 viele
Me ta. lle in ihrem fcs阻n zustand keinen oder nur einen 础 hr schwa.chen und
annähcrnd temper a. turunabhãngigen Paramagnetismus zcigen
This P叩时 was largely taken up by a discussion of the differen田 between
Einstein-Bose a.nd Fermi- D irac 8也atisti曲， and , except for the derivation of 也he
paramagnetic suscep创 bili也，y ， con ta. ined very little of physical in也erest. It will be
配en 由 at in thi8 paper Pauli i8 far from insisting that the conduction electrons in a
me ta.1 should de l1nitely be 也，e 也阻 d as a degcnerate gas , but anyone really fami Jia.r
wi仙也he Drude-Lorentz 由 ~ory of metallic conduction could have 8een in a com.
bination of Fowler's and Pauli's papers a key to the solution of the di伍 culties 也hat
had beset the theory. The mo的 outstanding s也umbling block (there were many
more)w剧， on the one hand , the necessity for 乞he numberofthe conduc阳nelectrons
b
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concerned the answer probably is that they were much more interested in gener a.l
in specific applica.t.ions. But Fowler and Pauli were inte四 sted in appli
cations bu也 missed the main one. 1 knew Fowler well , but 1 only met Pauli once in Copenhagen in April t93 1. When 1 brough也 the subject up with Fowler , he said
'1 h a.d the 也hing right under my no回 bu也 I ∞ uldn'也 see 凶 W剧 there. 1 kick myself
wheneve厅 I 也hink of i也 'Pau li w嗣 more exp1i cit . He h a.d been engaged Qver m a. ny
years in dealing wi恤 various magnetic problems by means of the old quantum
盹eory ， Wl也h varying succ曲s. Some problems could be solved satisfactorily , others
yielded to a mixture of sou nd 由 eory and currently unfounded conjectures , while
。也hers were qui出 m也 ractable. One of the problems of the third kind WM the weak
paramagnetism of 乞he a.lkali metals. Bu也 he had left this somewha也 narrow field
behind him for the more exciting developments which I 时也o the bir也h of the new
quantum mechanics. However, when 也he papers of Fermi and Dirac a.ppear时，她
occurred to Pauli in a. flash 也 hat here was the solution to a minor problem which
had long been 也roubling him. Butonce he had wri也ten his paper , solid state m a.gn的ie
problems were 也o him a completed chap恒 r ， and i也 never occurred 也o him that there
might be ano也her more exciting chapter on a. rel ated 也 heme. Hi s main interest was
to establish his th回 ryof 出e 'p皿ning electron
To revert to Sommerfeld , he took over Lo rentz's theory in its entire也，y ， bu也 with
the free electrons obeying the Fermi- Dirac sta. t istics in.stead of the c l嗣sical ，
Ma. xwe l1ian , statistics. It w础也 herefore e困entially a phenomenological theory
depending upon two para.mete阻，饨，也he number of free e lec也 rons per um也 volume ，
a. nd 1, the me a. n free p a. th of 出 e electrons. Since the specific he卧 of the electrons
was negligible ∞ mpa.red w比h that of the la. ttice vibrations , except 时 very low
temperatures , n a. nd 1 could be deduced purely from the conduction phenomena
The theory of 由e Ha l! effec也 showed 也hatnm ustbeof 也 he sa. me oroer of magnitude
as the number of atoms per unit volume, and ，也o ob ta. in the correct value of the
conductivity , for ex旧nple for silver at room temperature ，也 he me a. n free p a. th l h a.d
to be of the order of 100 interatomic distances and be proportional to 1fT. This
beh a. viour of the mean fr回 path w崎 inexplicable on any cl崎sical ∞IIi sion theory ,
and 也heωη阳也 explanation was given by F. Bloch in 1928 by a thoroughgoing
application of quantum 怕回 ry ， on the assumption that a single吃lee也，on 也heory
was adequ a. te for 也hi s purpo随
I也 was shown by G. F loquet in 1 883 也 h a.t the fund a. mental solutions of a. ny line a. r
differential equation L[f] = 0 , wi出 one independen也 va.riable x , wh
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can be conveniently described aa a. qu 础卜 free elec衍。ß . Houswn (1928 ) had al回
arrived at a. similar conclusion
ln accord an国 wi th the con回 pts outlined above , a non-zero electrical resis急剧 ce
can on1y ari国 in a metal if the atomic Jattice is im perfect ，也 he m a.jo r 皿 urce of 也 he
imperfections being the 出 ermal vibrations of the metal iO ll8. 00咀 this was realized ,
it was possible to give a. physically plausibJe ex plan a. tion of 也 he magnitude and
出 mperature variation of 也 he mean free path , a. nd Bloch gave a detai led mathe
rnatical derivation of the appropria阳 forrnul a.e
The mo的 difficult par也。 f the calculation was 也 he de恒 rmination of t he eigenvalues of the quasi-free electronB. For , whereas Floquet's 也 heorem g iv曲 precl se
inform ation abou也 the form of the eigenfunctiolls , it o n1 y gives qualit a. tive and not
qu a. ntit a. tive i1úor m 目 ion about the eigenva.lues. Bloch the四 fore ha.d recourse t。
也 he following a. pproximate m的hod
If. for simplicity , we consider a perfect si mple cubic Ia. ttice with lattice ∞nsta.nt
G , a. conduction electron moves in a. field in which its potenti创 energy is of 也 he form
V( 叶~

where the g's are

•

~

U( , - ga) , g ~ (0 ,, 0,, 0,),

,.-...

intege四 Bloch 创酬 med

ifF,( ' ) ~

that the wa. ve fun ctions were o f 出 e form

~ G, Ø('-

,.. - ...

a. nd he made t he further

(5)

ass umption 也 h .t 由e

ga ),

(6)

integral

峭的 ~ f(V(，)-U(叫)}Ø(叫)制 r - ka)dT

(7)

is only non-zero for g = h or when one of gl , g2 and (13 differs from h1 , h2 and h3 by
unity. That is , when the electron can , in the z肘。岛 pprox im atiol\ ， be considered to
be tightly bound to the atom g , and in the first approxim ati on 阳 h ave a small
probability of moving to the vicini也y of the six neighbouring ato ms. With 也 hese
呻 proximations ， Bloch dedllced that the ground 的 ate energy level Eo of an isolated
a阳 m gave rise to 0 3 energy levels in a me阻 I con t副ning 0 3 atoms , and that these
energy levels were given by 出 e formula
E.

where
恤e

a

=

C, being g川n by

= Eo-a-2p(cosaι+cosak t + 蝴 α k 3 ) ，

p=

J (g , g) and
C,

=

J(gl , g2 , g3;gl + l , g2 , g3) ,

exp (iak. g)

(8)

(9)
(10)

Bloch further showed th 8. t the velocity V of an electron with t he w8. vefunction
is given by /iv = gr a.d"Ek. F时也ig htly bound electrons wi也h t he energy
spectrum (时，也 he current is given by

仇 (r)

叫~ (2卢a/苑) sin ak

,

( 11)
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The next major contribution w嗣 made by Peierls in 1929 in a. pa.阳 r entitled
'Zur Theorie der galvanomagnetische E tTek 恤'. In order to ca.lcul a.te 也he electrical
conductivity of his model , Bloch had shown that 也 he mean wavevecoor k of a. wave
packet was ∞ nnect‘时 wo由 the applied electric field 6 by 也he relation
(12)

dk/dt - (-./~) (f,

where -e i8 也he electronic charge , and hence 出盹
of an electroJ1 due 也o a field (1, 0 , 0) i8

wi th

v given by

(11)，也heac回le

'"饥 00

守=技等=-~于 eßcosakt

( 13)
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Strom ab , d a.s hei困也 im Felde wird ein solches Elektron ver.
sta. tt beschleunig也 zu werden. Diese T a.t8ache is 80 un a.nscha. u Ji ch d a.ss回
notwendig erscheint ihre Rich也igk创也 möglichst ohne Vemachlässigungen und
Ann a. hmen zu bewei盹 n.' Peierls succeeded in this , and he wen也。n 阳 use ( 1 3) 也o
explain the exiatence of anomaloua (that 恼， poaitive) H aU coeffiωents. If出e
cond uction elec衍 ons were such 也h.也 the wave numbers k1 = k2 - k3 ... ko of 出e
highest fill时 energy level were less than 机/α，也he HaU coefficient WQuld be negative
Iιon the 。由er hand , ko lay in the range (i n: /α， π/叫， the Hall coefficient would be
positive
This dis∞very gave a rational explanation of the existence of both negative and
positive HaU coeffic ien阳， and completely cle町时 up a major mystery , 10 account
for which more 也 h.n 也wenty implausible 由回 ries had been advanced since 1879

zoger毛，

THE PERIOD 192 9--33
By the middle of 1929 the state of knowledge w翩翩 follows. By making the
heroic a朋umption th a. t the valency e l ec衍。ns in a perfect crysta.lline solid were not
firm ly bound , each to a 创ngle atom , but had a non-zero chance of jumping to a
neighbouring a1o m ，由 e elec~rical propertie8 of metals had for the firs也 time been
given a rational explanation. The valency electrons could be con8idered to be
quasi-free , and , surprisingly , the energy spectra of qu随i-free electrons were 8uch
也，ha也也 heycould resu l 也 either in nega也ive(norn陆 1 ) Hall effects or positive (anomalous)
Hall effects. However , a number of 8ubstantial criticisms could be Jevelled at the
theory.1也 is 8 uffi c ien也 to give 也wo example8
1n the fir8t place , t he problem had only been made 也，ractable by neglec也ing 也he
electrostatic for 四. be也ween the valency electron6 , except in 60 far M they could
be deemed to give ri 盹 to a smeared field having 也he 8ame symmetry aa 也 hat due 阳
也he atomic nuclei and 也he core electrons. T h.i s mean也 neglecting the exchange
forces be也w酶o 也 he valency electrona ，也 he dominant effect of which was 也 he ba:创a
for 也 he 怕回 ry of ferromagnetisffi ，耻，也 put forwa rd by Hei皿nberg in 1928
Io 也he 回∞ nd place , while Bloch's theory. a.s supplemented by Pcie巾， gave
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satisfying explanations of the electrical and 也 hermal conductivities and the Ha ll
effect both at room temperatures and at low temperatur咽， it h时 not had the same
success in dealing wi出 the m唔 neto -resistan回 effect 也 he incre崎e in the electrical
resistance produced by a uniform magnetic field. Various 仙。ories had indeed been
pu也 forward ， but they h时 not stood up to detailed criticism 田 mplifying 随sump
tions had to be made to pefffi比 a rudimentary 的时也 on these a.nd 。也her problems,
and i也 W嗣 no也 e抽y to ligh也 upon 嗣 su mptions that were 8ufficiently plausible
It was 抽出 is stage 也hat 1 曲曲 became interested in the theory of metals , largely
because P. Kapitza , who was 也hen working in Cambridge , published a number of
paper鸣 on the electrical resistance of bismu由 crys也叫8 in strong magnetic 负elds
(1929). In these pioneering experiments Kapitza used magnetic fields of up to
200000 G (20 T) and worked a也 "'mp町atures down to I 呵uid air，创ld he came t。
也 he conclu创on that the change in re糊的ance was proportional to 出e magnetic field ,
but that 由 is Iinear behaviour w嗣 masked in weak fields by disturbances in 出e
metal that are 呵旧valent to 也hat produced by an inner magnetic field
1 had not got very far in tackling 也his problem when 1 w嗣 extremely fortunate
in receiving the offer of a Rockefeller Travelling Fellowship , and 1 decided to spend
the best p町t of a year in Leipz 毡， m阳回persecl with shorter stays in Copenh咱en
1 arrived in Leipzig in 也 he firs也 week in January 1931 , and Heisenberg immedi a. tely
pce田 ed me in也o giving a colloquium on magnetic effects in metals , remarking
'Peierls' work is undoubtedly importa.n毛， but t he mathem a. tics is complex and 也 he
physical ideas not e嗣Y to disentangle 飞Ne ough也 to have a thorough discu国 ion of
也he whole subject , and , as you have mo四 free tiroe than the rest of us , would you
agree to give the firs也 talk?' 1 had studied Peierls's papers and had no也 found 也hem
阳oe崎:y ， and though 1 也 hough也 1 ha. d understood them well enough for my own
purp田田， to give a. colloquium on 也 hem ， and in German , w嗣 a formid a. ble task. 1
had to find ways of shortening a. nd simplifying the arguments. 1 w嗣 unsuccessful
for a. couple of weeks , bu乞 )u，也 M 也he end of Ja.nu时'Y'也 suddenly occurred to me
that 由 e Bloch-Peierls theories could be enormously simplified and made intuitively
more plausible if one assumed that quasi-free electrons , like valency electrons in
single a. toms , couJd form ei由er open or closed sheJls
Bloch's theory h a.d in fa.ct proved too much. Before his paper appe町ed it was
d;侃 cult to understand 出 e exÎstence of metals. Af胆rwa.rds i也 W嗣 the existence of
insulators tha也 requu唱d expl a. nation. This problem had been by-passed because i
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small . As a. refutation of my hypotheaÎs , he pointed ou也 that it would entail the
monovalent elements being me ta. ls while the div a. Jent alkaline ea. rth element8 would
be insulawrs
The discu酬。 n ended there for 也 ha.t d町. but i也 W&S r.国 umed on the fo lJ owing
mom皿g ， by which time 1 had marsha l1 ed arguments 唔ainst Bloch's view8 , which
had depended upon the energy spectra of one.dimensional a.nd 也 hree.dimensÎonal
lattices being qu a. Htatively similar. 1 pointed Qut 由旧， where抽 in one dimen创 on
the number of state鸣 in each energy band is equal 阳 the number of a. toms , a si miJar
resul乞 does no也 necessarily obtain in th同e dimcnsions; the energy levels sp li也 up
into bands , but the bands can overl叩It therefore followed th a. t a.n elementaJ
solid (也h a.t is, compos时 of atoms , no也 molecules) with an odd valency h a.d to be 岛
me也时， wher~泊 e l ements with an even va1ency might produce e拙。r 8. met a.1 or a. n
insulator
Bloch w嗣 eventu a.lly conv皿曲d.bu也也he arrangements for the ∞ lIoquium were
changed. 也he re捕。 n being t hat the experimental physicists in Le ipzig were far
from certain what the real differences were be也ween me阳1，.肥mi-met岛 Is 8. nd insu1ators. In the end ，也wo colloquia were held , some 3 months apa鸭， the second of
which w剧 attended by a large contingent from Erlangen , headed by B. Gudden
The most recen也 survey of the conductivi也.y of solids had been written by E
Grüneisen (1928) for the Handbuch der Ph归曲， in which solids were c1 a锦 ified as
me ta. ls , semi-metals 8. nd insulators &Ccording 阳 the sh8. pes of their r回跑回nce
恒 m perature curves. He defined 8. semi∞ nductor as a me t& llic conductor, the
resis t&nce of which was high at low 阳mpera.tures but which ruminished wi也h
increasillg temperature until a minimum was reached , whereafter it increased. As
exampl臼 ofsuchsubst町、。es he cited boron. 副Ii con ，也 itanium ， zìrconium , germanium ,
se1enium , gr a. phite and various alloys. However , more recen也 work had tend时也o
show th8.t 也 he peculiar shapes of the resistan回 curves of the above substances
might well be due to 也he pr.曲ence of poorJ y conducting oxide 1ayers , and , if t 、 .Y
could be purifi 时 sufficient1y ， they wouJd be found to be m的.1 ，
The firs也∞110quium failed to CI 町ify the situation , and 1 therefore wrote a p叩.，
fo，也he Ro yal Society giving 9. etails of my 也 heory of the difference be也ween metals
and insu1ators, bu也 leaving open whe也her true 盹m.∞nduc阳"回国础，也hat is ,
whe也h.，也here were insulators wi也h so smo.l J an energy gap 也hat， atroom temperature ,
electrons could be 也 hermallyex归国d from a. full ba. nd to the nex也 higher one
The next colloquium was much more fruitf1时， largely becau回 Hei回mberg h a.d
drawn my a.t也ention to Gudder由 view (1930) that no pure 8ubstance w
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Subsequent developments are 创也her well known Qr would be be协er described
by others. 1 shall therefore conclude my personal reminiscences by posing tWQ
que目 i ons ， namely why were my discoveries no也 m 也de earlier , and why was 80 Ii灿le
done in 也he 1930s to follow them up ?
As rcgards 由e fìrst question , both Bloch and especially Peierls might well have
fo re目 alled me , and they m町 be 乱ble to remember why they did not do 80. The
only c1 ue tha也 1 can offer is a. remark made by Peierls in his paperof 1930 on el ec也 ri ca !
and thermal conductivity in which he states : ' Die Eigenfunk创 onen sind in zw创
F ällen bekannt: crs也en s in dem Grenzfal! freier Elektronen, .. . und zweitens in dem
Grenzfal! stark gebundener Elektronen , wo man sie nach Bloch durch ein S届 rungs
verfahren aus den Eigenfunktionen des einzelnen Atom s verhalten kann ... Von dem
zweiten Grenzfall (stark gebundenen Elektronen) weiss man wegen 阳nen K onse
quenzen für die magnetische Suszeptibîlîtät dass er praktisch nie realis ier也 i s t .'
、Ni怕也he concept of nearly free electrons uppermos也 in rns mind , itis understand a. ble
出 at Peierls did not give much attention to ins uJ ators
As regards opportunities missed or seîzed during 创le remainder of 也he 1930s 1
can speak o nJ y about Cambridge with first-hand knowledge. On my re也 um 也here
in October 193 1 considerable inter.曲也 W嗣 shown in my d >scoveries , but , when 1
suggested 出岛也 germ创üum m ig h也 be a. very interes也i ng subs 也a.nce 旬 study in detail ,
the silence was deafening 日 owever ， 1 even也ual1y go也 J. D. Bernal 也o consider the
project ，也 hough he saw li创 le hope in it. In a p叩 er published in 1927 , H. J. Seemann
had in ve曲 ig ated 也he 恒mperature coefficient of 也he resis阳nceof 幅n single crystals
of silicon between - 80 oC 创 ld room 抽 mperature. He found that n。也 o nly was 凶
positive bu t 出 at i也 w asof 也he same order of m 吨nitude as for normal n回国 I s. (This
was confirmed by Schulze in 193 1.) In view of this fact , that silicon , in i阳 p ure
state and freed from oxide films , was a metal , germanium would al50 be a metal
and of no more in忧而睛也han grey tin. But, since Bcrnal po回国回 d a large singlc
crystal of silicon of outstanding puri也'y ， hc ag陀ed to exam ine its proper创 cs. After
some six months Bernal told me 创陆也 he thought that Soomann was probably right ,
也h ough he did not reveal his grounds for saying so . It is likely tha也 he was merely
being poli阳， and t hat the suçject held no inter困也 for him
The canard 出叫 silicon is a good metal continued to be believed in many circles
for a l ong 也 im e. F or example , in the Randbuch der Metallphysik , published in 1935 ,
both U. Dehlinger and G. Borelius stressed that alJ乞h e elemen t8 which had at one
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To conclude , one fur由 er g a.ffe Îs pc rh叩 s worth mentio ning. For many ycars
c u prOU8 oxide was thc most interesting 回m i co ndu cto r as an o bject bo th of academic
study and fOf commcr cial applications . When 1 firs 也 disc u ssed it in 193 ' 忡，的 1也
was deemed to be an • exccss ∞ndu c阳 r' in w hi ch 由e c urrcnt is carried byelcctrons
derivcd fro m ex 盹s8 donor ∞ pper atoms . In 1935 it was d iscovered by Schottky &
Wa ibel that in aU previous mC a.<! urements the H a. U cocffi cient had becn given the
wrong sign , and 创mt thc currcn也 i s in fact carried by holes produ四d byex仅到s
accep阳 r oxygen atoma
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